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The Urban MK II Vanity       

Modern Australian design with a Nordic twist.  

Inspired by evolving modern architecture, the Australian made Urban MK 
II vanities have been created to complement contemporary interiors while 
offering necessary storage.  
  
The simplicity, minimalism and functionality of the Urban MK II vanities 
have a direct relation to Nordic design, and are perfect for creating 
uncomplicated and elegant spaces that are both beautiful and practical. 
   
The Urban basin has a seamless integrated bowl with a refined 6mm 
profile, while the wall mounted vanity features an understated beveled 
finger pull allowing for a clean ‘no handle’ look.  The matt white finish of 
the basin contrasts beautifully with the joinery finishes, producing a 
unified piece of furniture. 
   
Soft close drawers and internal dividers in the Urban MK II cabinets create 
flexible storage options for modern lifestyles.  The offset basin allows for 
much needed bench space and provides a point of difference.   
 
Available in three single basin vanity sizes 700, 900 and 1200 with a 
distinct offset left hand bowl as well as a large double 1400 basin vanity; 
Urban MK II offers the flexibility so suit every bathroom. 
 
“Urban MK II moves away from disposable products that are fashioned 
and manufactured with a use-by-date.  They are making conscious and 
considered choices, selecting products that incorporate quality materials 
and manufacturing with timeless yet unique design". 
                                                               Suzie Dyson – Omvivo General Manager 
   
In Australia Urban MK II is available exclusively through Reece Showrooms, 
and internationally through Omvivo’s distribution partners.  Please visit 
the Omvivo website for further details on our distributors. 
 
Urban basin:  Solid surface matt white        
 
Urban MK II:  Powder coat matt white, Powder coat storm grey and high 
quality Oak laminate 
 
  
For further information, quotes or high resolution images please contact 
Amanda Robinson on +61 3 9339 8130 or via email, 
arobinson@omvivo.com 
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